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Abstract—Smartphones are widely used in daily life to access
services and various functions require continuous communication, which leads to increased energy consumption. However,
the development of battery and related energy saving technology can not meet the demand for energy consumption. Much
of current research work focuses on energy models caring
much about energy consumption of every single application.
In this paper, we propose a data forecasting-based strategy for
increasing energy efficiency on smartphones based on the predictability of data to be accessed. To achieve this, a combination
of Collaborative filtering with the k-means algorithm categorize
users with similar user groups and speculate use increased for
the data users will access. With this model, we also adopt data
pre-storing model and dynamic updating model. The simulation
results illustrate that our approach is leading to energy saving.
Index Terms—energy saving; Data Forecasting; Similarity;
k-means Algorithm; Collaborative filtering recommendation
Algorithm; data pre-storing model

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the recent years, smartphones are developing rapidly and
becoming more and more an indispensable tool in our daily
life. Thousands of new applications are deployed everyday.
With the diversification of the phone functions, the demand
for accessing the Internet using phones is increasing, which
in turn leads to a massive increase in energy consumption.
Unfortunately, the manufacturing technology for enhancing
battery power lags behind, wherever there limitations of battery energy are becoming a bottleneck to smartphone applications to some extent. So reducing the energy consumption
in different ways is a research topic requiring solutions to the
success of mobile services. Sensing data of the core energy
consumption of applications in the smartphones is the of
much research work, with power models and sensing data
models for single smartphones applications energy.
However, in a smartphone, there is more than one application
working. In reality, it is very rational to everyone that
smartphone users generally access related data in the same
scenarios. So, considering the energy efficiency issue, in
this paper we think about reducing the times of connecting
to the data source by pre-fetching the data according to
similar aspects of a group of similarities user while it might
seem counter-intuitive to transfer more data ’on a bunch’

we will show that reducing the number of connections can
indeed reduce the energy consumption. To the best of our
knowledge, it is the first time to achieve the energy efficiency
by considering the times of connecting to the service.
To illustrate our motivation, let us consider the following
scenario. In the space of travel, people go to and engage
in activities. Customers often have smartphones with many
mobile applications. These mobile applications have been
used anywhere and in any times. Especially, some travelling
apps are very popular for many people. Using these travelling apps people can do a lot of travel related activities, such
as search the attract on tickets, book hotels near attractions
and others. In this scenario, one user, user A (denoted
as UA ) uses a travelling app to search for tickets of the
attraction C (denoted as AC ) in the area B (denoted as PB ),
while UB will search for tickets to other attractions in PB .
In most cases UA will want to choose an accommodation
and search the information of hotels in PB . So the user
uses a smartphone to access the data from Internet via wifi
and/or sensing data from GPS, which indicate establishing
a connection with the server to get the related information.
Usually, this process is conducted in two steps. First, user UA
sets up a connection of the Internet to access the resources.
And then user UB also needs to set up the connection to
the Internet in the latter time. In this setting it is easy to see
there are consume energy due to multiple connection.
In this article, there are two factors taken into consideration.
One is that we can identify the groups of similar users
according to ones individual information. The other one is
that the data of this group is likely to be the data the one
will access. Based on the above two factors, we propose
a data forecasting-based model for energy efficiency on
smartphones. In our model, we use the k-means algorithm to
find similar users according to users individual information
and use a collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm
to forecast the data that users will access according to the
data of these similarity group. Then we pre-store the forecast
data in the smartphone on first connection in order to acquire
data rapidly and accurately when user searches for data late.
In this paper we have made two main contributions as follows: First, a data pre-storing model and dynamic updating

model is adopted. Through ensuring the data accuracy, we
achieve the goal of energy saving in the way of shortening
the communication time and reducing the communication
frequency.
Second, With the proposed model, a combination of k-means
algorithm and the collaborative filtering recommendation
algorithm is proposed to forecast the data that user wants
to access in the next step.
Third, evaluation experiments has been conducted using
open source tools. With our proposed model and the combination of k-mean and collaborative filtering algorithm, the
energy consumption is reduced by more than 15%.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II provides an overview of the framework of energy efficiency for smartphones, Section III describes the proposed
approach using the combination of k-means algorithm and
collaborative filtering method. With the open source tools an
experimental analysis study is detailed in section IV. Section
V discusses the related work and Section VI concludes the
paper.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. The framework of Data forecasting-based strategy model
for energy efficiency
To make the smartphones more energy efficient, we have
proposed a data forecasting-based model. The core function
of this model is using the knowledge of characteristic of
smartphone users having similar sequential data requirements, which is reducing the times of accessing these data
by using fewer requests. To achieve this intention, the data
forecasting-based model is using three modules.
In this section, we will give an overview of our proposed
model first. Then the detail of our idea of workflow will
be presented. Figure.1 depicts the data forecasting-based
strategy model for energy efficiency on smartphones which
we have proposed. In this model, there are three parts to be
considered as main functions for achieving the energy efficiency. In our proposed model, There are some information
to be handled. First, we need to calculate the relationship
among the users, while the logs of user accessing the
resources of Internet are recorded. Then we can pre-fetch
the following the Internet resources which the user had been
going to visit according the users’ trace to store the user’s
smartphones. There are three parts in our model.
These are the Data Prediction Module and the Data
Storage Module which are located in the Internet server
(some of them would be cloud service), and Data PreStorage Module which is located in normal smartphones.
In more detail:
Server Data Storage Module (SerDSM): The part has two
main functions. One is storing all the Internet resources,
including the known Internet resources and the data in
the data prediction center. The other is recoding the user’s
information when the user uses the smartphone to establish
communication, including the user’s individual information
and behavior information. Considering the privacy protection

issues, we use the user’s insensitive information with the
Cloaking technology.
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Fig. 1: A Data forecasting-based strategy model for energy
efficiency
Server Data Prediction Module (SerDPM): This module
is responsible for the classifying known users into groups
using k-means algorithm, finding out the similarity of users,
forecasting the data a user will access using the collaborative
filtering recommendation algorithm according to the similar
user group’s accessed data and storing the data into the data
storage center. The content will be introduced in detail in
the next section.
Smartphone data pre-storage Module (SmaDPM): This
module is responsible for pre-storing the data from server.
When the user searches data for the second time, it plays a
role of local cache. Its main contribution is reading the prestored data and providing data directly for the user in order
to reduce energy consumption due to second establishment
of a connection with the server. The premise of this module
is ensuring the user experience.
III. T HE A LGORITHM OF S ERVER DATA P REDICTION
M ODULE
A. Clustering of similar user group
In the real world, each smartphone user is usually registering
with certain kinds of user group, which is consisting of many
primitive types of data. Considering these, we identify what
kind of user we are dealing with according to the value
of age, gender and some other characteristic data. In this
paper, we adopt myriad data types-based k-means algorithm
to clustering the smartphone users into different user groups,
which can predict the data their required in the next step.
Figure 2 shows the workflow of establishment of clustering
analysis classification model.
To make our proposed model work, Server Data Storage
Module (SerDSM) and Server Data Prediction Module
(SerDPM) are located in a Server, which is as an Internet
node with powerful storage and computation capacity, while
the Smartphone data pre-storage Module (SmaDPM) is
located in each user’s smartphone.
On the Server side in this model, there is a combination
of k-means and collaborative filtering algorithm adopted for
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Algorithm 1: Establishment of similar user group using
K-Means
Input: CU : The known user set; U : user attributes u,
k: cluster number
Output: {Ci , i = 1, k}: clusters
1 for random k ui ∈ CU do
2
clusters center ← randomkui ;
3

Fig. 2: workflow of establishment of clustering analysis
classification model
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the recommendation of pre-storage data transferred when a
smartphone user requests his(her) data.
In this paper, we use a k-means algorithm to classify
user groups according to the similarity [1],[2] of known
users. The data is prepared for the next collaborative filtering recommendation. Usually, we consider a person’s
background (for example, age, hobbies, consumption and
favourite things) as influencing the information she searches
on the phone to a great extent. In other words, users with
similar attributes are likely to search for the same things in
the same area. Therefore, it is of great significance to the
building of similar user groups.
Firstly, considering the diversity of the user’s individual
information type, we convert the value of the attributes into
the interval [0, 1]. The user’s individual information (age,
gender, hobby, consumption level, favourite hotel type) is
denoted as U = (A, G, I, C, H). The search history of the
user is denoted as (K, R). All the information can be obtained
from the data storage center. Then we use the k-means
algorithm to conduct cluster analysis on known users and
get the final similar user group. The k-means algorithm used
is shown as Algorithm. 1. In our experiment, considering the
effectiveness of local data in smartphone and the assumption
of users’ continuing requiring the dependent data without
any deviation, we update the pre-fetched local data every
half an hour regularly between smartphone and the server.
After cluster analysis, we will use the collaborative filtering
recommendation algorithm to forecast the data a user will
access according to the data of similar user group.
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while true do
for ui ∈ CU do
for j < k do
distance[i][j]
←
pP
(uim − cluster centerj m )2 ;
for ui ∈ CU do
for j < k do
if distance[i][j] == smallest then
clustershji ← ui ;
calculate new clusters center ;
if new clusters center == old clusters center
then
break;
else
clusters center ←
new clusters center;
return {Ci , i = 1, k}: clusters;
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Fig. 3: Phone Data pre-storage center

B. Design of phone data pre-storage
As the smartphone side: The phone data pre-storage center described is implemented as Android app. The design
prototype is shown in Figure. 3.
The purpose of the design of data pre-storage center is to
cache the data requested this time and the data that the
server predicts the user will access next time when the user
uses the app to search for information. When the user uses
the app to search for information for a second time, the
phone first acquires related data from the data pre-storage
center. If the data pre-storage center already has that data,
it returns the data and the phone does not connect to the
server. The workflow of the data pre-storage center is shown
in Algorithm. 3.

IV. E XPERIMENTS AND A NALYSIS
Due to the lack of a benchmark dataset for this kind of
work, we used the social network dataset to extract the users’
individual information and combined this with the scenic
spot’s data information in a travel website. Based on the data,
we conducted on the simulation experiment according to our
energy saving-based model. In addition, we adopted the real
data type in travel app in order to ensure the authenticity of
the data.
A. The Establishment of similar user group
We applied IBM Predictive Analytic Software SPSS using
k-means algorithm to conduct on cluster analysis based on

Algorithm 2: Selecting pre-storage data with collaborative filtering
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Input: {U: the attributes of user u;
M : The attribute set with m users which user u is
belonging to same group according to Algorithm 1;
H:the value set of interesting to keyword k that each
user corresponding to the attribute set M ;
Output: {< Keyi , valuei >, i = 1, p}
/* the subset Cv which is the subset
with similar characteristics of
user u in {Ci , i = 1, k}
*/
forall the vi ∈ M do
T ← 0;
Tδ ← 0;
for f ← 1, p do
/* p: denotes that user has p
attributes
*/
if ((afu ∨ afv == Ø) ∨ (afu ∧ afv == 0)) then
f
δuv
← 0;
f
else δuv
← 1;
f
if au ∈ {Setof Bi value} then
dfuv ← 0;
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else
dfuv ← 1;
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if afu ∈ {Setof N umerical} then
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(f )

duv ←

|afu −afv |
;
(max(afh )−min(afh ))

/* h assign each one of all
possible values of the
variable f
*/
f f
T + ← δuv duv ;
Tδ + ← dfuv ;
duvi ← TTδ ;
1
Wuvi ← duv
;
i
Pm
puk ← i=1 Wuvi Hvi k ;
/* puk is an element with the value
like < key, value>;
*/
Psorted ← SortT o({P |∀puk ∈ P });
/* Sort the data set P .
*/
Data(u) ← F irst(Psorted );
/* Select first of Psorted as a possible
data which user u need.
*/
return Data(u). /* Return the data Data(u)
the user u is possible to access in
next step.
*/

Algorithm 3: Data matching algorithm in data prestorage center
Input: K: Search keyword, M aphkey, datai : Data set
in data pre-storage center
Output: Relevant data RD with keyword
1 if Map contains Key K then
2
search RD via k locally ;
3
M ap.get(K);
4
close(establishment);
5
RD ← GetRD(K);
6
else
7
open(establishment);
8
select data RD from the Server side;
9

return RD;

the training set. In our experiment, we classify user groups
according to hobby consumption level and favourite hotel
type mainly. Figure. 4a shows part of input data. Due to
the large amount of data, when k = 4, part of output
result is shown in Figure. 4b. The row QCL1 shows the
grouping of cluster members. The row QCL2 shows the
distance between the object and the center of clustering.
Figure. 4b shows that the users with similar hobbies or
similar favourite hotel types are likely to be classified into
one group. In other words, age and gender have little
influence on the classification. The result is consistent with
the expected, similar users are likely to acquire the same
or similar data. Then we adopt the user’s predicted data to
replace the data user will access, which can reduce the times
user communicates with server and can achieve our goal
accordingly.
B. Energy Saving-based Model
We conducted on comparasion experiment. One acquires
data from server directly, and one adds data prediction
center and data pre-storage model. We used the PowerTutor
software [3] for our power measurements.
For our experiments, we used a Google Nexus 5 phone
running Android OS 4.4.4 and compare our model with
normal Android app for the power consumed in the same
environment. Figure 5 shows the results. The result of
prediction and pre-storage-based energy saving strategy is
consistent with the expected sequence and can reduce energy
consumption in the same environment. Figure. 5a shows the
result of normal Android app the first time to acquire data.
Figure. 5b shows the result of a normal Android app the
second time. Figure. 6a shows the result of Android app
for which we add prediction and pre-storage-based energy
saving strategy for the first time to acquire data. Figure. 6b
shows the result of Android app which we add prediction
and pre-storage-based energy saving strategy the second time
in the same environment.
With the comparison the figure. 5 and figure. 6, we can find
that the prototype system with added prediction and prestorage-based energy saving strategy consumes lower energy

(a) part of input data

(a) Smartphone’s Energy Consump- (b) Smartphone’s Energy Consumption in the first time normally
tion in the second time normally

Fig. 5: The experimental result of Smartphone’s energy
consumption normally

(b) part of output result

Fig. 4: Range set and efficient points set of Bi-Objective
Optimal.
TABLE I: Comparison of the energy consumption
Method

Normal
Predict with pre-store

Energy
consumption
of 1st time to
access(Joules)

Energy
consumption
second time
access(Joules)

4.3
5.3

16.0
12.3

Total
of
to
20.3
17.6

overall even though it consumes more energy than normal
Android app the first time to acquire data. The experiment
was run about 10 times and we are presenting averages
here. Table. I shows the comparison of energy consumptions
in our experiments. We can find that using prediction and
pre-storage-based energy saving strategy can reduce energy
consumption by 13.3%.
V. R ELATED W ORK
With the increasing popularity of smartphones, researchers
pay more attention to the corresponding energy saving
problem. According to the issue, the current solutions are
divided into two aspects. One is finding solutions based on
hardware, adjusting the power and status according to different demand. The other is reducing the energy consumption
of apps through software. Most researchers focus on the
software aspect.
In the past few years, much research work has focused
on the engergy efficiency of smartphones. Brakmo et al.[4]

(a) Smartphone’s Energy Consump- (b) Smartphone’s Energy Consumption of our model in the first time tion of our model in the second time

Fig. 6: The experimental result of Smartphone’s energy
consumption with our method

proposes a Sleep energy saving technology, aiming at using
the method of turning the status of CPU into sleepiness
rapidly to achieve energy saving. Shih et al. [5] present
wake-on-wireless energy saving strategy, controlling the
status of phone to reduce the energy consumption of free
time. Lin et al. [6] propose an A-loc location system. It
chose lower power positioning method by location-based and
positioning-based modeling. In [7], Deblauwe at al. adopt the
way of switching between higher power and lower power
sensors to solve the issue of higher power sensors.Kjrgaad
et al. [8] believe that the method of reducing the times and

16
#Energy consumption

15
12.3
10

experiment, using the prediction strategies of our proposed
model, it has led to a significant saving of energy (about
13%).
In the next step, we will consider management approaches
to updating usage logs to ensure that this frequent task does
not consume undue amounts of resources. Performances of
the model on applications will be explored in the future.
Finally, we will consider the impact on privacy through the
extra data gathering.
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